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DID
YOU
KNOW

Y
es, you heard it
right.
Scientists have
revealed that
catastrophic

events on Earth don't come at
random, but are dictated by a
'pulse' of geologic activity,
which occurs every 27.5 
million years...

WHAT’S 
CAUSING IT

1 Over the past five
decades, researchers
have proposed that

cycles of major geological events
– including volcanic activity and
mass extinctions on land and sea
– range from roughly 26 million
to 36 million years

2 According to researchers,
it’s not clear what’s
causing such a pulse in

geological activity, but it could
be internally-driven by plate tec-
tonics and movement inside the

mantle. Or it could have some-
thing to do with the movement of
the Earth in the solar system and
the galaxy, they added

3 One theory is that the
solar system sometimes
moves through planes

containing larger amounts of
dark matter in the galaxy

4 When the planet moves
through dark matter, it
absorbs it. Large

amounts of captured dark 
matter can annihilate and
release heat, which can produce
a pulse of geological heating
and activity

5 Scientists said, perhaps
this interaction with the
large amounts of dark

matter correlates with the
pulse of the Earth. (But of
course, this is just a theory.
Scientists still don’t know about
the constituents of dark matter,
and how it’s distributed in the
solar system)
(SOURCE: LIVESCIENTIST, DAILYMAIL)

 The most-recent
'pulse' of major geo-
logical activity was
around 7 million
years ago, suggest-
ing the next one is
more than 20 million
years in the future

 According to 
scientists, possibly
the most well-known
mass extinction
event was 66 million
years ago, when 70
per cent of all
species on land and
in the seas, includ-
ing the dinosaurs,
who suddenly went
extinct

 This event, now
known as the K/T
Extinction Event,
was caused by a
large asteroid or
comet colliding with
the Earth

EARTH HAS A PULSE!

Streaming services have made
artistes think outside the ‘formula’ of
a Bollywood film. That’s what you're

seeing in Indian cinema — the freedom
of streaming services is allowing people to
have larger thoughts than the formula that
existed before — five songs, a fight sequence,
etc. has gone away. Now, people want to tell
great, real stories, with which they identify.
The boom of the streaming services, particu-
larly in India, has broken down the monopoly of
a specific number of people, resulting in newer
storytelling. It’s a great time for
growth, entertainment. It’s
spreading culture, teaching
people, educating them —
there’s a large, new audi-
ence that is being
exposed to all kinds of
Indian cinema
Priyanka Chopra,
actor, on the 
booming of 
streaming services

Social media companies to shut fake 
a/cs within 24 hours of complaint
I n a major decision that is likely to end the menace of imper-

sonation on social media in India, the government has man-
dated that top companies such as Twitter, Facebook,

Instagram and YouTube have to remove accounts with fake profile
pictures of known personalities and businesses, and even the gen-
eral subscriber, within 24 hours of being notified of the same by
the user or someone on his/her behalf. In other words, if for
example, a known film actor,
or a cricketer, or a politician,
or any other user, objects to
another person using his or
her image/picture to gain fol-
lowers or to make their mes-
saging more visible, or to
carry out any illegal act, then
they are within their right to
ask the companies to take
down the account.

The mandate comes
as part of the new IT
rules, and thus social
media giants will
need to act immedi-
ately after receiving
a complaint to this
effect

 The knowledge
around a verified
account is limited.
Many users are not
aware that a blue tick,
like on Twitter, signi-
fies a confirmed
account. The new IT
rules make a mention
of giving users option
to verify their
accounts, but this
been kept as a volun-
tary exercise. This
mandate is for plat-
forms, which are seen
as “significant social
media intermediaries”,
or those with over 50
lakh users

SHARE YOUR 
VIEWS AT

TOINIE175@GMAIL.COM

 The issue of fake accounts is a men-
ace the world over, and is believed to
have caused losses to the tune of bil-
lions of dollars over the years, apart
from leading to crimes of various
types. While it is a messy affair for 
personalities who often find them-
selves targeted through fake news, it is
an even bigger nuisance for corporates
and businesses, who become a victim
of impersonation. Often such fake
accounts of corporates are used for
phishing attacks, selling counterfeit
products, and even scams.
 With wide footprint of social media

companies across the length and breadth of
the country, there are numerous instances where people fall prey to fake accounts,
primarily believing the pictures used on profile.

VIEWPOINT

REVEALED

S pecifically and
'probably' are two of
the most-irritating

mispronounced words,
according to a survey. In the
poll of 2,000 participants by
insights agency Perspectus
Global, 35% of those sur-
veyed said, they find it
most-annoying when people
mispronounce the word
‘specifically’ as ‘pacifically’... 

TENDERHOOKS 
INSTEAD OF

TENTER-
HOOKSEX-CET-ARA INSTEAD OF

ETCETERA

Among the top 10 most-annoy-
ing mispronunciations also
include 'probly' (instead of

'probably'), 'expresso'
('espresso') and 'Artick'

('Arctic')

The 10 most-annoying
mispronounced words

NU-CU-LAR
INSTEAD OF

NUCLEAR

ASS-ESSORY
INSTEAD OF 
ACCESSORY

TRIATH-A-LON
INSTEAD OF 
TRIATHLON

CLUES

NEWS IN

CLUESCLUES

CLUES

CLUES

WHO IS REGARDED
AS THE 'FATHER OF
INDIAN INDUSTRY'?

Clue 1: He was so influen-
tial that Jawaharlal
Nehru referred to him as
a One-Man Planning
Commission.

Clue 2: Born in 1839, in
Navsari, Gujarat, he grad-
uated from Mumbai’s
Elphinstone College.

Clue 3: The founder of
the Tata group, he 
established the city 
of Jamshedpur.

Answer: JJAAMMSSEETTJJII
NNUUSSSSEERRWWAANNJJII TTAATTAA.
The Tata Group founder
has topped the EdelGive
Hurun Philanthropists of
the Century. The report
pegs the current value
of his donation, mainly
to education and
healthcare at $102.4
billion, with the start of
his key endowments way
back in 1892. Tata is the
only Indian on the top
10 list.

Our athletes need to win
hearts, make nation proud at
Tokyo Olympics, says PM Modi

P rime Minister Narendra Modi has urged the
nation to come forward and support all the
athletes, who would be heading to the

Tokyo Olympics to make the country proud.
“Every athlete who will be going to Tokyo Olympics
has had to struggle, they have worked hard for a
long time. They are just not going to the Games for
themselves, but they are heading to Tokyo to make
the country proud. They have to win over people’s
hearts, and they need to make everyone in the
nation feel proud. I want to urge the citizens of our
country to not increase pressure on our athletes,
rather you need to motivate them,” said PM Modi,
during his monthly radio programme ‘Mann Ki Baat’.



NEED TO 
REPAIR OR 

SELL YOUR PHONE?

I
f you are planning to get
your phone serviced,
make sure you backup all

data and do a factory reset
before it moves out of your
hand. Imagine what can 
happen if your social media
apps, confidential 
documents 
or private 
photos fall 
into the 
wrong hands. 

NNooiiddaa  TTiimmeess

“One single vulnerability is all an 
attacker needs.”

WINDOW SYNDER, CYBER SECURITY EXPERT
LIFE STYLE
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TNN

THE STUDY FOUND...

L
ead author Vivien (Wen Li)
Anthony said, “During the pan-
demic, technology has been

essential to facilitate remote learning.
However, there is a growing concern
that excessive technology use, partic-
ularly entertainment, may adversely
affect educational development.”
Anthony said children in the study
who used technology in moderation
experienced less boredom at school,
potentially due to the positive effects
of social media. Video games and
video streaming such as peer bonding
and relationship building. Using inter-
active technology for entertainment
in moderation advanced their 
cognitive development.                ANI

PET’S CORNER

W
hile daily
exercis-
ing has

its perks, the
monotony of the

same might make it
a little dull. Pet par-

ents have a differ-
ent perspective on

this. They often
have their furry

friends join them in
their daily exercise

routine. This defi-
nitely adds an ele-

ment of joy and
happiness. While
some just watch

their parents when
they exercise, some

pooches mimic
them, too

KNOW IT ALL

How safe 
is your 
smartphone,

How safe 
is your 
smartphone,

really

THE INTERNET IS
NOT A 

PLAYGROUND

Y
ou have to be careful about friend
requests and getting pally with
online gamers online, but you need

to plug another hole first. “People often
leave access to app store payments open.
This can be a problem when people, espe-
cially kids, play online games with in-app
payments and click OK to a purchase
without understanding the implications.
We recently had a case where a boy spent
`1 lakh this way while playing
online ludo,” said Mukesh
Choudhary, chief cyber-crime
consultant, Jaipur Police.

MESSENGERS ARE
FOR CASUAL

CHATS

M
ost of us often trust social media
messengers like Facebook,
WhatsApp but even the simple text

app is enough to transmit confidential
information, bank account details or
Aadhaar or PAN card image or numbers.
Despite the promise of encrypted mes-
sages, you should not send this
data. It’s also not safe to store
Aadhar or PAN images on your
phone. Thie QR codes are
treasure troves of information.

It’s not safe to store your Aadhar card,
passport or PAN images on your cell phone.
Thie QR codes are treasure troves of
information and can be
misused by hackers in 
case you lose your phone!

Latest study has shown that among
students ‘limited use’ of entertainment-
related tech like video games leads to 
better grades compared to those 
who use it for longer periods.
Stick to only an hour daily!

Revelation

““
””

A new study suggests that middle-school children, who recreationally use the internet or play video games for
more than an hour every day during the school week, have significantly lower grades and test scores. Researchers

said that the findings give people a moderate threshold for using entertainment-related technology – no more than
one hour daily on school days – though can be a little more on weekends such as two or two and a half hours

HEALTHY LIFE

amazing health  
benefits of 88DancingDancing

There are 
countless 

physical, mental
and emotional

health benefits if
you’re ready to

groove. To name
some, read on

about these eight
advantages that

dancing offers

Furry friends as
fitness partners! I

mp
rov

es you
r Heart H

ealthD
ancing is the best
way to improve your
cardiovascular health

as it makes your heart rate steady and
reduces the risk of heart failure. When
you do this cardiovascular exercise,
you will experience an improvement

in your stamina and will not have
the feeling of being out of

breath.

H
aving flexible 
joints and muscles
is important to keep

injuries and joint pain at bay. Dancing
makes you flexible, which prevents
stiffness that stops you from per-
forming many things in your day-to-

day activities that your body
would want to do effort-

lessly.

Im

proves
Flexibility

D
ance is an amaz-
ing stress-buster. If
you’re feeling low,

stressed, anxious, or even depressed,
try to dance it out. It relaxes your body
and calms your mood. You don’t even
have to know how to dance, to do that,

just shake your body as you like on
the beat of the music and see

your stress fly away.

Reduces Stress
D

ancing boosts your
memory and prevents
you from having impaired

memory or dementia as you grow older.
It’s an excellent form of mental exercise,
especially Tap Dancing, in this case.
Dancing increases your focus through the

change of movements and in learning
and recalling different moves

and patterns.

G
rea

t E
xercise for the Brain

I
f you start danc-
ing from a young age,
you will not experience

the problem of balancing and will
be able to walk normally even as
you age. This is because you would
have built that stability in your

body that will help you in the
long run in gaining bet-

ter control.

H
elp

s i
n b

alancing and Strength

D
ancing helps in
lipid control and
also in lowering bad

cholesterol levels. Ballroom danc-
ing, which includes high engage-
ment both mentally and physi-

cally, is said to be most effec-
tive in lowering choles-

terol levels.

Lo
wer

s bad Cholesterol

D
ancing helps in 
burning calories. An
average person burns

300-800 calories per hour of danc-
ing and it depends on your weight,
intensity, and what style of dance you
are performing. The aerobic dance

form, in this case, helps just like
the way jogging or cycling

helps in weight loss.

H

elps in weight loss

TIPS TO KEEP IN MIND WHILE
WORKING OUT WITH PETS

 Combine your running or 
walking schedule with that of 
your dog.

 Indulge in physical activities
with your pet.

 Besides your workout sessions,
add other activities like playing
with your pet, so that both of you
find ways to stay active.

 Always reward your pets with a
treat to keep them happy.

 Remember to hydrate yourself
and your pet too. 

THINGS TO AVOID
 Allowing your pet to
go near the heavy gym
equipment.

 Exerting your pets
too much.

 Allowing them space
to ruin your workout
session.

 Overindulging them
with treats.

––  AARRCCHHAANNAA  IIYYEERR,,  
ccaanniinnee  bbeehhaavviioouurriisstt

NNooiiddaa  ttiimmeess

PHONE SAFETY
TIPS

PHONE SAFETY
TIPS

Teens shouldn't play
video games

for more than an hour a day

Teens shouldn't play
video games
for more than an hour a day

?* Avoid taking private videos or photos
with your phone and storing on the
device

* Always store all your phone data on a
memory card, which can be removed at
short notice

* Regularly back up all your phone data
on your computer and keep it as free of
private data as possible

* Always use a secure browser (or
something ultra-safe like Tor) to
browse the web

* Keep the bluetooth, GPS and Wi-Fi
switched off when not in use and don't
ever log in to public Wi-Fi networks.
Use mobile data instead

T
hey say laughter
is the the best medi-
cine and staying happy

keeps half of your health issues at
bay. Dancing brings that joy and hap-
piness, and so improves your emo-
tional and mental health. So, what

are you waiting for? Play the
music, get on that dance

floor.

B
rin

gs

Joy and Happiness
AS HACKING AND PHISHING GET MORE SOPHISTICATED, YOUR FINGERPRINT, 

FACE ID OR PIN MAY NOT BE ENOUGH TO KEEP YOUR PHONE SECURE. READ ON TO STAY DIGITALLY SAFE


